Closing corner between secs. 13-24 E. Boundary only

Found 24 x 24 x 20 in. stone with Mks. S18 on N.E., S19 on S.E., S24 on S.W., and S18 on N.W. Faces. The Marks S18 and S19 are in error as this is a Closing corner pertaining to secs. 13-24 only. A rock mound is on west side of corner stone. Corner is located 10 ft. E. of Mt. Hebo Road.

Note: On Sept. 10, 1962 I found the corner stone has been removed and missing by unknown persons, the hole from where it has been removed is still there as well as the recorded rock mound on the west side of the corner point. (over)

Signed by Whitmore

Set 7" pipe in depression left by missing corner stone.

New Bts.
16 in. Fir, N.84°W, 48Lks. Mk'd. T48S R9W S18CC BT

In the presence of M. Whitmore

D. Whitmore
ORIG. COR. STONE IS MISSING FROM
ABOVE RD. BANK. APPARENTLY MOVED
OR. TAKEN BY PERSONS UNKNOWN.
SET A FIRE IN DEPRESSION LEFT BY
MISSING STONE.

ALT 1,084' M.A. NAD 83 COORDS:

A:\N 180°, 482 985', W 73°, 482,985'

A:\\N 87°, 762,485', W 73°, 482,985'

See Other Side